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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

 
This document will explain a simple procedure allowing for seamless migration from Sun ONE* (formerly 

known as iPlanet) to Novell® eDirectory™ using the Novell Import Convert Export utility (ICE) released 

with eDirectory 8.7.  This is currently done in two steps: updating the schema, and then migrating the 

data. 

S T E P  1  —  U P D A T E  T H E  N O V E L L  E D I R E C T O R Y  S C H E M A  

 
ICE has the ability to update an LDAP server’s schema with the schema definitions from another LDAP 

server directly, or to output the differences to an LDIF file that can be imported later.  The advantage of 

outputting the differences to an LDIF file is that if any errors are encountered, it is easier to tell what 

they are and to find a solution for them.  Since there will always be some errors when migrating the 

schema from Sun ONE to Novell eDirectory, it is recommended that the intermediate LDIF file be used.  

The errors that are always present are caused by the fact that Sun ONE has schema definitions in the 

subschema subentry for several attributes that eDirectory simply has hard coded: “subschemaSubentry”, 

“attributeTypes”, “ldapSyntaxes” and “objectClasses”. 

Method 1 — using an intermediate LDIF file 
 
The command line for ICE to output the schema differences to LDIF file schdiff.ldf is as follows: 

ice –C –c schdiff.ldf –SLDAP –s <iPlanet Server> -p <iPlanet Port> 

      -DLDAP –s <eDirectory Server> -p <eDirectory Port>  

The command line to apply these differences to the eDirectory server is as follows: 

ice –e errors.ldf –SLDIF –f schdiff.ldf –c –DLDAP  

      –s <eDirectory Server> -p <eDirectory Port>  

      -d <eDirectory Admin DN> -w <eDirectory Admin Password> 

After running these two commands, any errors that were encountered will be logged in errors.ldf.  The 

ICE schema compare functionality avoids errors in most situations, but occasionally it may encounter a 

situation that cannot be fixed without user input.  One such situation occurs when both trees have object 

classes with the same OID or the same name but completely different semantics. 

The schema compare functionality in ICE is known to handle the following situations commonly 

encountered when migrating from Sun ONE: 

• OIDs longer than 32 characters.  ICE will truncate these and produce warning messages explaining that 
they have been truncated 

• Dependencies.  For example, if object class X needs object class Y to be created first, Y will always be 
created first 
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• Different OIDs for the same schema item.  If an OID match is not found, a search by name is initiated.  
This means that although the OIDs represented in Sun ONE by strings such as “schemaitemname-oid” do 
not match with the numeric OIDs used in eDirectory, ICE will recognize that the same schema item 
already exists with a numeric OID in eDirectory. 

 

Method 2 — updating the schema directly 
 
If it is known that there will be no errors, or if it is not important to be able to review the errors, the 

above process can be done in one command line: 

ice –C –a –SLDAP –s <iPlanet Server> -p <iPlanet Port> -DLDAP  

      –s <eDirectory Server> -p <eDirectory Port>  

      -d <eDirectory Admin DN> -w <eDirectory Admin Password> 

S T E P  2  —  M I G R A T E  T H E  D A T A  

 
Once the schema is updated, all that remains is to migrate the directory data.  Since the schema now 

matches, the data should be migrated without errors.  One notable exception is that Sun ONE uses ACI 

attributes to control access, whereas Novell eDirectory uses ACL attributes.  These contain similar but not 

identical information and will need to be transformed if the information they represent is needed for 

eDirectory. The scope of this transformation could involve exporting the data to an LDIF file and then 

using some sort of script to transform the values before importing them to eDirectory.  If the values of 

the ACI attributes are not important, they can be omitted by using a command line switch that will be 

explained below. 

Once again, the data can be written to an intermediate LDIF file, or it can be migrated directly to the 

eDirectory server.  One advantage of using the intermediate file is that the ACIs can be transformed while 

in this intermediate form. 

Method 1 — using an intermediate LDIF file 
 
In order to export the data from the Sun ONE server to an LDIF file (data.ldf), use the following command 

line: 

   ice -SLDAP –s <iPlanet Server> -p <iPlanet Port>  

           -d <iPlanet Admin DN> -w <iPlanet Admin Password> [-o aci] 

       -DLDIF –f data.ldf 

If the ACI attributes can be ignored, the –o aci option should be specified.  If they cannot, the option 

should not be used. 
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In order to import this data to the eDirectory server, use the following command line:  

    ice –e errors.ldf –SLDIF –f data.ldf –c -DLDAP –s <eDirectory Server> 

             -p <eDirectory Port> -d <eDirectory Admin DN>  

        -w <eDirectory Admin Password> 

Method 2 — migrating the data directly 
 
In order to migrate the data directly, use the following command line: 

ice –e errors.ldf -SLDAP –s <iPlanet Server> -p <iPlanet Port>  

      -d <iPlanet Admin DN> -w <iPlanet Admin Password> [-o aci] 

      -DLDAP –s <eDirectory Server> -p <eDirectory Port>  

      -d <eDirectory Admin DN> -w <eDirectory Admin Password> 

If the ACI attributes can be ignored, the –o aci option should be specified.  If the cannot, the option 

should not be used. 

Both of these command lines tell ICE to output any errors it encounters to an LDIF file (errors.ldf) where 

they may be reviewed and resolved later.  

 
 
Novell is a registered trademark and eDirectory is a trademark of Novell, Inc. in the United States and 
other countries. 
  
* Sun ONE  is a registered trademark and iPlanet is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All other 
third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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